
The Eye Mask for
fomentation

Curiel

“We invites you to the sleeping paradise”

www.eyescaremassager.com



Brings freshness of forest
     right in front of you!

For better quality of sleeping and
healthier life of you,
Curiel provides you freshness 
with its anion and far infrared!

Did you know?
A smart way to use 
The Eye Mask for fomentation!

Insomnia        Use hot fomentation
Puffy eyes     Treat quickly with cold fomentation.
Tired eyes      With hot poultice, 
                                your blood circulation gets better.
Dried eyes     Hot poultice will stimulate the lacrimal 
                                gland to moisturize your eyes.
Dark circles  By applying hot and cold poultice 
                                alternately, the blood circulation around 
                                your eyes will be improved.
                                For better result, use moisturizing cream
                                with Curiel.

The Eye Mask for fomentation contains 
anion and radiating far infrared!
Better quality of sleeping would enhance your life.

No more puffy and tried eyes!
What Curiel helps you:

Goodies of using CurielGoodies of using Curiel



MOQ = 1000 Set

“Curiel Dual Action” 

It can be charged from AC ourlets, USB ports and
Cigar jacks thus virtually everywhere.

Get rid off inconvenience of an ice pack or steamed
towel for your tired eyes.

By courtesy of a huge capacity heat source circuit,
the eye mask can be heated or cooled in short time.

There would be no risk via electromagnetic waves
since the eye mask has no electric circuit in itself.

The carrying case can be used for heating or cooling
the eye mask for fomentation as your need.

Pink
White
Sky Blue
Violet
Olive green 

Variety colors of your choice

“Curiel Dual Action” “Curiel Dual Action”



Case

Eye mask
     4ea

AC adapterCase

Eye mask
     2ea

AC adapter

Car

Family

Replaceable 
sanitary pads
20 PCS

Replaceable 
sanitary pads
40 PCS

Replaceable 
sanitary pads
10 PCS

Extension plug for 
cigarette lighter socket

Extension 
plug for 
cigarette 
lighter socket

Extension 
plug for 
cigarette 
lighter socket

Case

Eye mask
     1ea

Couples

Choose the “Curiel Dual Action” as you need

Contents (Dual Action)
Eye mask  + Carrying Case (dual action as heating or cooling) + other accessories

Case

Eye mask
     1ea

AC adapter

Replaceable 
sanitary pads
10 PCS

Personal use 

Various packagings upon your different life style Various packagings upon your different life style



It can be charged from AC ourlets, USB ports and
Cigar jacks thus virtually everywhere.

There word be no risk via electromagnetic waves 
since the eye mask has no electric circuit in itself.

Hand warmer
It also works as a hand warmer

Power Bank
Charging your portable devices via built in USB power outlet.

Apply Curiel Handy for eye troubles
It relieves eye troubles from using various portable
devices such as smart phones and tablet PCs.

MOQ = 2000 Set

Gold                  Pink                Gray
Body Color

Portable fomentation eye mask - “Curiel-Handy”Portable fomentation eye mask - “Curiel-Handy”



Charge Curiel Handy with 

USB ports or AC Power 

Power Bank + Hand warmer

Hand warmer
The Eye Mask for 

fomentation
Portable Devices

Charge Optional functionsEye troublesHeating

Charge

LED flash light,
Aroma Diffuser

  Portable fomentation eye mask - “Curiel-Handy” Portable fomentation eye mask - “Curiel-Handy”


